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MINUTES OF THE KENNEL CLUB WORKING TRIALS LIAISON COUNCIL MEETING 
HELD AT 10.30 AM AT THE KENNEL CLUB ON 30 APRIL 2015 

 
PRESENT: 
 

Mrs F Ball Iceni Dog Training Club 
Miss R Cahill Welsh Kennel Club 
Mr E Carpenter Yorkshire Working Trials Society 
Miss J Carruthers North East Counties Working Trials Society 
Mr B Gilbert ASPADS Working Trials Society 
Mr N Hines Lincolnshire German Shepherd Dog And All 

Breeds Training Society 
Mrs J Holt North West Working Trials Society 
Mrs J Howells Hampshire Working Trials Society 
Mr M Lewindon Surrey Dog Training Society 
Mr K Long The Bloodhound Club 
Mr G Martin East Anglian Working Trials Training Society 
Mr B Riste Wessex Working Trials Club 
Mrs B Spensley Essex Working Trials Society 
Mr N Sutcliffe Association of Bloodhound Breeders 
Mr G Talbot Midland Counties German Shepherd Dog Ass 
Mrs S Tannert British Association for German Shepherd Dogs 
Mrs F Webb Southern Alsatian Training Society 
Mr J Wykes Leamington Dog Training Club 

 
IN ATTENDANCE: 
 

Miss D Deuchar Manager – Canine Activities 
Miss R Mansfield Specialist – Working Dog Activities 
Mrs A Mitchell Committee Secretary – Working Dog Activities 

 
 
MR WYKES IN THE CHAIR 
 
 
 
ITEM 1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
1. Apologies had been received from Mrs G Matear and Mrs S Shearer. 
 
2. Whilst noting Mrs Shearer’s apologies, the Chairman advised the Council that the 

Scottish Kennel Club would unfortunately no longer be able to run Working Trials due 
to the lack of availability of helpers. 
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ITEM 2. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
 
3. The minutes of the meeting held on 2 May 2013 were signed by the Chairman as an 

accurate record. 
 

 
ITEM 3. MATTERS ARISING/RESULTS OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
   

Kennel Club Working Trial Championships 
4. It was noted that the General Committee had agreed to the Council’s request to raise 

the grant given to host societies towards the cost of running the Championships. The 
grant would now be £3000.  The Council welcomed the decision and considered that 
the increased grant would be very helpful to societies during the current economic 
climate.  

 
Bloodhound Trials - Amendments to Regulations I(D)8.d, I(D)9, I(D)10.c, I(D)10.d, 
I(D)11.a, I(D)11.(b), I(D)11.c, I(D)11.d 

5. The Council noted that a meeting of the Bloodhound Regulations Review Working 
Party, which included representatives from the two registered breed clubs, had 
taken place on 22 May 2014 and it had been agreed that the above Regulations 
should be reviewed again in 2017. 

 
Bloodhound Trials – Criteria for Assessors of First Time Championship Judges 

6. The Council noted the view of the Activities Sub-Committee that as there were only 
four Bloodhound Championship Trials held each year, two assessors were sufficient 
to cover the discipline. 

 
Kennel Club Working Trial Championship – TD Stake Judge 

7. The Council noted that it was the policy of the Activities Sub-Committee that a 
judge could only judge the above event once, although there had been exceptions 
in that three judges had judged the event twice. The Council was reminded that at 
its meeting of 5 May 2005, it had agreed that a judge should only judge the TD 
Championship once.  

 
8. The Council was of the view that it was preferable to appoint a capable and 

experienced judge for the Championships, even if he or she had already judged it 
on a previous occasion, rather than appoint a less experienced judge. However, it 
was acknowledged that there was a good supply of experienced judges available 
within the discipline.   

 
9. It was agreed that a clear policy was required.  A suggestion was made whereby a 

time limit of five years be set within which a judge would not be permitted to judge 
the TD Stake at the Championship again.  However, there would be no overall limit 
as to how many times a judge could judge the event.  The Council considered that 
this would ensure that the best judges would be able to officiate at the discipline’s 
premier event whilst allowing a wide range of judges the opportunity to fulfil the 
appointment.  The Council supported the suggestion on the basis that it would be 
a matter of policy and not a Regulation. 
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10. It was noted that the same policy should not be applicable to judges of the PD 

Stake at the Championships as there was a much smaller pool of available judges.  
 
11. It was highlighted that it was the responsibility of judges being nominated to judge 

the TD Stake at the Championships to confirm that they met the criteria (which 
included having attended the Working Trial Regulations and Judging Procedure 
Seminar and having passed the Regulations and Judging Procedure examination, 
and having attended a Practical Judging seminar) and that they would be willing to 
undertake the appointment if invited to do so.  It was not the responsibility of the 
office to check the eligibility of nominated judges.  However, the office confirmed 
that next year it would be possible for a list of suitably qualified judges to be 
circulated.  

 
 Wearing of collars when competing 
12. The Council noted that the Activities Sub-Committee had been disappointed that 

the Council was divided on the issue of dogs wearing collars when competing but 
was hopeful that the matter would be reviewed in the future. 

 
 
ITEM 4.  CANINE ACTIVITIES IT IMPROVEMENT PROJECT 
 
13. The Council noted that the planned update on the IT project was not available. 
 
 
ITEM 5. FIVE YEAR STRATEGY 

 
14. The Council was invited to suggest new items for the five year strategy which 

would allow the discipline to move forward and to encourage new participants. 
 
15. A suggestion was made that an objective should be set to achieve a 10% increase 

in entries in Introductory and other early Stakes.  Other suggestions included the 
addition of items relating to safety and welfare issues, the continuation and 
development of the discipline, and how to encourage the participation of new 
handlers. It was also accepted that it would be beneficial to encourage more 
societies to offer training. 

 
16. It was suggested that it would be helpful to have more support from the farming 

community and that farmers could be encouraged to view Working Trials in a 
positive light.  It was agreed that it would be beneficial to develop closer 
relationships with the farming community but that any approach should be made 
with caution. It was hoped that arrangements with farmers could largely be made 
on a non-commercial basis although it was acknowledged that some societies did 
have to pay for the use of land for trials.  It was up to individual societies to make 
such arrangements as were considered necessary. 
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17. Members of the Working Trials community were requested to consider further 
ideas which would allow the Council to develop a positive and forward-thinking 
strategy for the future. 

 
18. Note: Item 13 was brought forward and was discussed at this point in the meeting.  

Paragraphs 84 - 87 refer. 
 
 
ITEM 6. REVIEW OF JUMP HEIGHTS/LENGTHS 
 
19. The Council was requested to consider whether there was a necessity for a review 

of the jump heights/lengths in Working Trials and/or for further research and risk 
assessment to be carried out.  

 
20. A concern had been raised at a Kennel Club Regional Question Time session that 

the current heights/lengths could potentially be hazardous to dogs either in terms 
of short-term injuries or ongoing conditions such as osteoarthritis.  The issue had 
been referred to the Activities Sub-Committee which had in turn referred it to the 
Council. 

 
21. It was emphasised that at present there was no specific research being 

undertaken via the Activities Health and Welfare Sub-Group into jump 
heights/lengths in relation to Working Trials. It was also noted that no specific 
information was available from the health survey undertaken by the Sub-Group. It 
was accepted that it was not desirable to make decisions regarding jump heights 
or lengths without supporting evidence.  In relation to the scale, it was accepted 
that there was no evidence of a particular welfare issue but it was accepted that 
care should be taken when training a dog to negotiate the obstacle correctly. 

 
22. A suggestion was made that it may be possible to access previous relevant 

research undertaken by other organisations, such as the Defence Animal Centre 
(part of the Ministry of Defence), the WUSV (World Union for German Shepherd 
Dogs), the FCI, and those responsible for training police dogs. It may also be 
possible to obtain research from IPO (formerly Schutzhund) organisations.  It was 
agreed that the office would investigate whether such research was available. 

 
23. It was noted that Mr Lewindon had previously consulted with the National League 

for Police Dogs which at the time had stated that it did not have access to any 
suitable research.  

 
24. Injuries to dogs could occur for a range of reasons and often occurred in the 

course of normal exercise activity.  It was accepted that a wide range of breeds 
took part in Working Trials, and that dogs participating had varying levels of 
fitness.  The Council stressed that it was the responsibility of handlers to ensure 
that their dogs were fit for competition. 

 
25. This led into a discussion as to whether competitors should be provided with a 

warm-up jump for use prior to competing.  However there were concerns that this 
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could pose logistical problems for societies as use of such a jump would need to 
be managed and it was unclear as to who would be responsible should a dog be 
injured whilst using the warm-up jump.  The Council was also of the view that 
provision of a warm-up jump would offer no real advantage to competitors.  It was 
noted that the majority of judges set tests in which jumps took place after other 
exercises which allowed for the dog to be warmed up prior to jumping.  It was 
agreed however that it was not necessary for this to be made compulsory. It was 
accepted that it was the handler’s responsibility to ensure that their dogs were 
sufficiently warmed up before competing. The Council also considered that it 
would be beneficial if all trainers (both private trainers and those working within 
clubs or societies) reminded handlers of the necessity for dogs to be given 
adequate opportunities to warm up. 

 
26. It was agreed that it would be helpful if a guidance document could be produced to 

assist and advise handlers and that the creation of a suitable document should be 
added to the Five Year strategic plan.  The Council noted that the Agility Liaison 
Council had also agreed to create similar guidelines for use by the agility 
community. 

 
27. The Council’s view was that it was not possible to review jump heights and lengths 

without having evidence to support any changes, however it agreed that at this 
stage no approach should be made to the Activities Health and Welfare Sub-
Group  to request that specific research should undertaken.  The matter would be 
reviewed at the Council’s next meeting in May 2016, at which point a decision 
could be made as to how best to proceed.   

 
 
ITEM 7. STAY TIMES 
 

Review of Stay Times 
28. At its meeting on 4 December 2014, the Activities Sub-Committee had stated its 

view that a review of stay times should be undertaken, and consideration given as 
to whether these should be progressive. The Council was requested to give its 
consideration to this issue. 

 
29. The Council considered whether stay times should be reduced in the lower stakes 

but its view was that as dogs would be expected to complete a 10 minute down 
stay in TD Stakes, handlers should be training for this from the outset and there 
was no advantage to reducing times in the lower stakes.  The Council was of the 
view that dogs began competing at 18 months of age and that it should be 
achievable for a dog to carry out a 10 minute stay at that age. 

 
30. The Council did not support any amendment to current stay times. 
 

Southern Alsatian Training Society                 Mrs F Webb 
Proposal for amendment of I Regulations regarding graduated marking of stays  

31. Mrs Webb, on behalf of Southern Alsatian Training Society, introduced a proposal 
whereby half the stay exercise’s points would be awarded after completion of 50% 
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of the exercise and that the remainder of the stay points would be graded up to full 
marks, dependent on how long the dog remained in the stay position.  The 
proposal was seconded by Mr Lewindon.  The Society’s view was that other trials 
exercises could be completed to a lesser standard and still allow the dog to qualify, 
and that the same principle should apply to stays. 

 
32. Under the terms of the proposal, a dog would be required to complete at least 50% 

of the stay before any marks could be awarded.  The Society considered that a 
dog breaking a stay within the first 5 minutes should not be rewarded. 

 
33. This led to a discussion regarding the situation in which a dog remained on the 

spot but changed its position from a down to a sit, or vice versa. There was a 
suggestion that some marks be available for such dogs. 

 
34. A concern was raised that if the proposal was approved, it would result in handlers 

training for a five minute stay, although the Council did not consider that this would 
be a major issue.  

 
35. It was accepted that only a few dogs would benefit from the introduction of the 

proposed marking structure. 
 
36. It was highlighted that at present, the Kennel Club did not specify how a judge 

marked any exercise and there was a concern that introduction of the proposal 
would set a precedent in this respect. 

 
37. There was some support for the principle of the proposal and it was accepted that 

a dog breaking its stay after 9 minutes had performed better than a dog which had 
broken at, say, 5 minutes. It was suggested that judges should be given discretion 
to award marks as they saw fit, depending on the individual circumstances.  
However it was accepted that in doing so there was a danger of the perception of 
unfairness and inequality and that a clear marking structure was necessary to 
ensure consistency. 

 
38. It was also noted that the design of the exercise was rooted in the practical 

requirements of a working dog, and that in a practical working situation there could 
be serious consequences for a dog which broke a stay at any point.  This was 
considered to be an argument in favour of retaining the Regulation in its current 
form. 

 
39. Southern Alsatian Training Society confirmed its willingness to reformulate the 

proposal if the Council wished to support the principle.   
 
40. However, a vote took place and the majority view was that the Council did not 

support the proposal and wished the current Regulation to remain unchanged. 
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ITEM 8.  PROPOSALS FROM SOCIETIES/PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS 
 

ASPADS Working Trials Society             Mr B Gilbert       
  and Yorkshire Working Trials Society 
Proposed amendment of Regulation I(A)6.b  

 
41. Mr Gilbert introduced the proposal on behalf of the above societies, explaining 

their view that for a dog to qualify for entry in CD Championship it should have 
obtained a Certificate of Merit at CD Open.  This would give value to the CD Open 
Stake by making it a part of the qualification ‘ladder’.  It would also demonstrate a 
differential in the status of the Introductory Stake and the CD Open Stake.  The 
proposal was seconded by Miss Carruthers. 

 
42. There was a concern that acceptance of the proposal could potentially result in 

fewer dogs qualifying to compete in CD Championship, although it was accepted 
that dogs of a sufficiently high standard would still qualify.   

 
43. The office confirmed that any amendments to Regulations would not be made on a 

retrospective basis and that if the proposal was approved, dogs having gained 
CDEx would not be required to compete in CD Open. 

 
44. Noting that it was essential to keep in mind the interests of those competing with 

small dogs, the Council supported the proposal and recommended for approval 
the following amendment to Regulation I(A)6.b 

 
TO: 
Companion Dog (CD) Stake - For dogs which have been awarded a Certificate 
of Merit in an Open CD Stake and which have not qualified WDEx.  
(Insertion in bold) 
 
If approved, the above amendment would come into effect in January 2016. 
  

45. It was noted that if the above Regulation was in due course approved by the 
General Committee, it would be possible for a consequential Regulation 
amendment to be made which would allow dogs awarded Certificates of Merit in 
UD Open, WD Open and TD Open to compete in CD Open in order to attain 
CDEx. 
 

 
North East Counties Working Trials Society         Miss J Carruthers 
Proposed amendment of Regulation I(C)10.e. 

 
46. Miss Carruthers introduced the proposal on behalf of North East Counties Working 

Trials Society, explaining the Society’s view that it had been submitted with the 
aim of reducing the likelihood of injuries occurring, especially in inclement weather 
where a dog may be more likely to slip.  The proposal was seconded by Mr Talbot. 
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47. It was noted that in some cases, scales for small dogs may consist of a single 
board, but it was accepted that it would not be an undue inconvenience for clubs to 
insert grooving into such boards.  It was highlighted that the main objective of the 
proposal was to ensure the welfare of dogs participating in training and 
competition.   

 
48. The Council supported the proposed amendment and recommended it for 

approval, as follows: 
 
Regulation I(C)10.e. 
TO: 
The scale should be a vertical wall of wooden planks which may must be grooved 
or chamfered along their bottom edge to assist the dog. 
(Insertion in bold.  Deletion struck through.) 
 

 
Surrey Dog Training Society                   Mr M Lewindon 
Proposal for introduction of an introductory test for nosework and related 
amendments of Regulations relating to a Novice Stake 

 
49. The proposal was introduced by Mr Lewindon on behalf of Surrey Dog Training 

Society which wished to propose the introduction of an introductory test for 
nosework.   Although not all societies may have access to suitable land or 
facilities, it was hoped that many societies would be able to offer such a stake 
which would encourage new competitors to take part in the discipline, as many 
handlers were keen to undertake tracking exercises with their dogs but were less 
enthusiastic about jumping.   

 
50. It was highlighted that it was already possible for societies to offer a stake of this 

kind as a Special Stake, however it was accepted that every Special Stake was 
different.  Surrey Dog Training Society wished to introduce a standardised stake 
which would conform to a recognised standard and which would be uniform across 
all societies as it was of the view that this would offer consistency.  However it was 
acknowledged that a dog must be 18 months of age to compete in a Special Stake 
whereas the proposal submitted by Surrey Dog Training Society would allow dogs 
to compete from 12 months of age. 

 
51. It was acknowledged that the intention of the proposed introductory test would be 

to encourage new participants and that therefore the eligibility criteria must be 
clearly defined to ensure that experienced competitors would not be eligible.  It 
was considered unlikely that approval would be given for a Regulation which 
allowed experienced competitors to take part but not to be placed as this would in 
effect allow Not For Competition entries, which would not be acceptable. 

 
52. The Council supported the principle of the proposal but accepted that any 

Regulation change must be carefully worded in order to ensure it achieved its 
stated objective of encouraging new competitors.  This would not be achieved if 
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experienced handlers were eligible to compete, and win, as this would be 
discouraging to those new to the discipline. 

 
53. It was agreed that further consideration of the proposal should be deferred until the 

Council’s next meeting when a revised proposal could be submitted. Mr Lewindon 
noted the points raised during the discussion and requested that any further 
feedback be notified to Surrey Dog Training Society so that a revised proposal 
could be prepared for consideration at the Council’s next meeting in 2016.  
 
Surrey Dog Training Society                  Mr M Lewindon 
Proposal for amendment to Regulations I(A)9. Schedule of Exercises and Points 

 
54. The proposal was introduced by Mr Lewindon on behalf of Surrey Dog Training 

Society which wished to propose that an amendment be made to the way in which 
marks were currently awarded for the scale from 3:2:5 to 4:2:4. The Society’s view 
was that it was unclear as to why points were loaded for the return as there were 
mixed views within the Working Trials community as to whether it was harder for 
the dog to return or to send the dog initially. It considered that awarding marks on 
a 4:2:4 basis may make it easier for dogs to achieve a qualifying mark of 14.  The 
proposal was seconded by Mrs Webb. 

 
55. The Council accepted that the current marking system reflected the level of 

difficulty in the recall, in that the handler was not able to see the dog during that 
part of the exercise, and did not consider any amendment to the way in which 
marks were awarded was necessary.  Accordingly, it did not support the proposal. 
 
 

ITEM 9. DISCUSSION ITEMS 
 

Yorkshire Working Trials Society                           
Trial base administration  

56. Mr Carpenter, on behalf of Yorkshire Working Trials Society, wished to request 
that the Council discuss the possibility of the Kennel Club assisting with the 
creation of a computer program for trial administration.  The office clarified that it 
was able to provide a spreadsheet to calculate results of trials and that this would 
be available to any organising society on request. 

 
57. The Kennel Club would also be able to provide a template for the printing of award 

certificates but this would only be of use to societies who were prepared to amend 
their own certificates to the layout as used in the template. 

 
Yorkshire Working Trials Society                  
Election of representatives to the Working Trials Liaison Council  

58. Mr Carpenter, on behalf of the above Society, requested that the Council discuss 
whether election of representatives should be carried out on an annual basis and 
not every three years as at present.  It was clarified by the office that members of 
all Kennel Club Liaison Councils were elected for a three year term.  The Council 
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accepted that this was the case and that the matter did not require further 
discussion. 

 
59. It was noted that the current term of office would expire on 31 December 2015.   
 

North East Working Trials Society                    
Recording of votes at Council meetings 

60. Miss Carruthers introduced the item on behalf of North East Working Trials Society 
which wished to suggest that societies should be advised as to how all Council 
members voted on each item covered during Council meetings. Its view was that 
this would allow for societies to be aware of whether their representatives were 
voting in the way their members wished.  

 
61. The office confirmed that as a matter of policy, the number of votes on any item 

was not recorded within the minutes.  This was in order to prevent any possible 
recriminations. When considering how to vote on a proposal, it was necessary for 
representatives to take into account not only the views of the societies they 
represented but also information and views expressed during the course of a 
discussion.  On occasion representatives were required to consider revised 
proposals made during a meeting. The Council stressed that all representatives 
should be free to use their own experience and discretion to vote as they saw fit, 
and that there should be a relationship of trust between them and the societies 
they represented.   

 
 

ITEM 10. KENNEL CLUB WORKING TRIAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 
Host for 2017 Kennel Club Working Trial Championships 

62. The Council noted with thanks an offer from Essex Working Trials Society to host 
the 2017 Kennel Club Championships. 

 
63. Applications from societies wishing to host the Championships in 2018 were also 

invited.  Representatives were requested to consult their societies to consider 
hosting the event. 

 
Host for 2019 Kennel Club Working Trial Championships 

64. The Council noted that ASPADS Working Trials Society had been approved to 
host the 2019 Kennel Club Championships. 

 
Ballot for Judges for the 2018 Kennel Club Working Trial Championships 

65. A ballot was conducted for the Council’s nomination of judges for the 2018 Kennel 
Club Working Trials Championships.  

 
66. It was noted that the name of one judge who did not meet the necessary criteria 

was to be removed from the list.  It was clarified that a judge must meet all judging 
criteria at the time of the nomination. 
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North East Working Trials Society      
Qualification for Kennel Club Working Trials Championships 

67. Miss Carruthers, on behalf of the North East Working Trials Society, requested the 
Council to discuss whether, in the case where the winner of a Championship TD or 
PD Stake had already qualified to enter the Kennel Club Working Trial 
Championships for that year, the dog awarded the Reserve Working Trial 
Certificate at that Stake should become eligible to compete at the Championships. 

 
68. The Council was of the view that allowing the winner of a Reserve Working Trial 

Certificate would present administrative difficulties, and that it would also devalue 
the achievements of the winners of TD or PD Championship Stakes.  It also noted 
that participation at the Championships was by invitation from the Kennel Club and 
that it should remain the case that the Kennel Club should invite the winners of 
qualifying trials to participate. 

 
69. The Council therefore did not support the suggestion. 
 

Kennel Club Championships 
70. Mr Carpenter, on behalf of Mr L Newman, wished to suggest that the Kennel Club 

take on the running of the Kennel Club Championships using its facilities at 
Stoneleigh for the base and evening functions and using the tracking ground in the 
area. All societies would make a contribution each year towards costs, a 
suggested amount would be £100.  However, it was noted that since circulation of 
the agenda, it had been confirmed that the 2015 Championships would be run at 
Stoneleigh by Leamington Dog Training Club.  The suggestion had therefore been 
superceded by events and was accordingly withdrawn. 

 
71. The Council discussed the difficulties experienced by societies when hosting the 

Championships. It was accepted that there were often difficulties in obtaining 
suitable land for use for tracking, at a reasonable cost, at the time of year in which 
the Championships took place.  Societies often found hosting the Championships 
to be costly. It was noted that competitors did not pay an entry fee to compete in 
the Championships and it was suggested that this policy should be subject to 
review in the future.  Participants in Kennel Club Championships in other 
disciplines were required to pay an entry fee. 

 
72. A suggestion was made that allowing the Championships to be held a little later 

than the traditional third weekend in October may mean that, due to crop timings, 
more arable and grass land would be available for use.  It was highlighted that 
Regulation I20.f. stated that ‘The Championships will normally be held during the 
third weekend in October each year’ and that there was some flexibility in the date, 
subject to the agreement of the Activities Sub-Committee.  It was agreed that a 
proposal should be placed before the Activities Sub-Committee regarding a 
possible change of date if necessary, to say, early or mid November. 

 
Introduction of a Veterans Stake at the Kennel Club Championships 

73. Mr Martin wished to suggest the inclusion of a Veterans Stake at the Kennel Club 
Championships each year.  Winners of Veteran Stakes held during the previous 
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year would be eligible to compete.  This would allow for dogs of 7 years of age and 
above to extend their working lives and would also attract additional entries at 
qualifying Stakes.   

 
74. The Council acknowledged that there would be practical issues involved in the 

running of such a Stake, including the necessity for suitable tracking land.  It may 
also be necessary for a Veteran Stake to be held on a separate day to allow 
access for spectators. This would have an impact on the cost of the event. 

 
75. There was also an issue in that at present only three Societies ran a Veteran 

Stake, each of which was run under a different set of rules and qualifying criteria. 
In order for a successful Stake to be held at the Championships, it would be 
necessary to formulate standard Veteran Stake criteria. It would also be necessary 
for more societies to run qualifying stakes and it was acknowledged that some 
may not wish to do so, given the existing difficulties for societies in obtaining 
adequate land for tracking, and in finding an adequate number of helpers to run 
trials.   

 
76. The Council was of the view that the Championships was a special Trial which 

showcased the top winning dogs in TD and PD Stakes and that the introduction of 
a Veteran Stake would not be an improvement to the event.  Accordingly, it did not 
support the suggestion. 

 
 
ITEM 11. ESSEX WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY 

77. The Council noted that the General Committee had considered a proposal from 
Essex Working Trials Society to run both Tracking Dog and Patrol Dog 
Championship stakes at the same trial.  

 
78. The General Committee had agreed that the Society may do so, but the Council 

noted that the agreement was only valid for Essex Working Trials Society until 
such time as a review could be carried out to assess the results of the 
arrangement. 

 
79. It was confirmed that the arrangement would not impact on the number of Working 

Trials Certificates available for TD Stakes but may result in more PD Stakes being 
held, which would be welcomed by the Working Trials community. 

 
80. The issue would be reviewed in due course by the Activities Sub-Committee.  It 

was anticipated that should permission be granted for other societies to run TD 
and PD Stakes at the same trial, it may encourage them to run more PD Stakes as 
they would be able to take advantage of facilities such as marquees, toilets, and 
helpers already in place at their TD Stake.  It would be possible to schedule parts 
of each Stake on different days to allow spectators to view both TD and PD 
exercises. 
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ITEM 12.  JUDGES WORKING PARTY  
 
81. The Council noted a report from Mr Gilbert on the progress of the Judges Working 

Party since the Council’s last meeting on 2 May 2013 together with a verbal report 
following the Working Party’s meeting on 28 April 2015. 

 
82. The Council was advised that Mrs L Cottier had been approved as a trainer for 

both PD and TD theory and practical presentations.  Mrs Cottier was based in the 
north of the country.  Mr Ford, based in the south of the country, would continue in 
his role as an Accredited Trainer for PD Stakes.  

 
83. Since 2013, a total of 13 seminars had taken place and it appeared that there had 

been a resurgence of interest in attendance by competitors which was considered 
to be a positive development.  The seminar presentations had an updated and 
clearer format. 

 
 
ITEM 13.  ACTIVITIES HEALTH AND WELFARE SUB-GROUP  
(Note: this item was discussed after item 5.) 
 
84. The Council noted a report from Mr Gilbert on the progress of the Activities Health 

and Welfare Sub-Group since the Council’s last meeting on 2 May 2013 together 
with a verbal report following the Sub-Group’s meeting on 30 March 2015. 

 
85. The results of health questionnaires for Agility, Obedience and Heelwork to Music 

had been published, and Working Trials survey results were being processed. It 
was noted that injury rates were low across all disciplines, but that where injuries 
had occurred it was often not possible to link them with any particular exercise or 
piece of equipment, and that it could not therefore be inferred that certain 
exercises or items of equipment were in themselves hazardous.   

 
86.  It was noted that research into the way in which dogs adjusted to different 

distances between jumps in agility was being undertaken, and that funding had 
been agreed by the Kennel Club Charitable Trust for a pilot study which would 
relate to force plate analysis for different Agility jump heights.  The study would 
measure forces on the dog’s joints during take-off and landing.  It was accepted 
that such research could not provide definitive answers but that it could 
nonetheless offer useful information. 

 
87. However, research being carried out into agility could not necessarily be applied to 

Working Trials due to differences in the two disciplines.  It was acknowledged that 
an in-depth research project carried out by a PhD student would be very costly.  

 
 
ITEM 14. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
88. In response to a query, the office confirmed that there was no requirement for 

societies to supply schedules or marked up catalogues for open stakes, to the 
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Kennel Club.  However, societies were requested to ensure that when sending 
marked-up catalogues for Championship Stakes, results and winners for TD and 
PD Stakes should be very clearly marked. 

 
 
ITEM 15. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 
89. The date of the next meeting would be confirmed in September 2015. 
 
90. There being no further matters to discuss, the Chairman closed the meeting at 

15.40 pm, having thanked all Council members for their valuable contributions 
over the last three years. 

 
 
Signed 
 
 
 
 
 
J WYKES 
Chairman 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

THE KENNEL CLUB’S STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
 
“To raise the relevance of the Kennel Club in the eyes of the public at large, dog owners and 
those who take part in canine events, so as to be better able ‘to promote in every way the 
general improvement of dogs.’ This objective to be achieved through:- 

• Ensuring that the Kennel Club is the first port of call on all canine matters. 
• Improving canine health and welfare. 
• Popularising canine events focusing on the retention of existing participants and the 

attracting of new. 
• Achieving a widening of the Kennel Club membership base. 
• Encouraging the development of all those concerned with dogs through education and 

training. 
• Encouraging more people to provide input in the Kennel Club’s decision making 

process.” 
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THE KENNEL CLUB WORKING TRIALS COUNCIL 
ASPADS WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY 
Mr Barry Gilbert, Lindum, Horse Gate, Field Road, 
Goxhill, Lincolnshire DN19 7NN 
Tel: 01469 531 301  
Email: linda.gilbert1@btinternet.com  
ASSOCIATION OF BLOODHOUND BREEDERS 
Mr Nick Sutcliffe 
Tel: 07775 733 180 Email: sanft@abb.org.uk  
BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR GERMAN SHEPHERD 
DOGS 
Mrs Sheila Tannert, Old Ford Lodge, Ogston, Higham, 
Derbyshire, DE55 6EL 
Tel: 01773 833 456 Email: sheilatannert@hotmail.com 
EAST ANGLIAN WORKING TRIALS TRAINING 
SOCIETY 
Mr Gary Martin, Tavistock, 2 Farm Lane, West 
Butterwick, North Lincolnshire, DN17 3LN 
Tel: 01724 784990 / 07828 595101 Email: 
garyandcarolinemartin@hotmail.co.uk 
ESSEX WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY 
Mrs Belinda Spensley, Fiddlesticks, Tiptree Road, Great 
Braxted, Essex, CM8 3EF 
Tel: 01621 892219 / 07803 775032 Email: 
spensleys@sky.com 
HAMPSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY 
Mrs Jean Howells, 22 Beacon Square,   
Emsworth, Hants PO10 7HU 
Tel: 01243 372958 Email: jeanhowells@btinternet.com  
ICENI DOG TRAINING CLUB 
Mrs Frances Ball, 72 The Street, Capel St Mary, Ipswich, 
Suffolk, IP9 2EG 
Tel: 01702 554945 Email: franco1@tiscali.co.uk  
LEAMINGTON DOG TRAINING CLUB 
Mr John Wykes, 17 Malt Mill Close, Kilsby,  
Rugby, Warwickshire CV23 8XN 
Tel: 07876 201 100 Email: john-wykes@sky.com  
LINCOLNSHIRE GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG & ALL 
BREEDS TRAINING SOCIETY 
Mr Nigel Hines, 36 Kestrel Drive,   
Rossington, Doncaster DN11 0ES 
Tel: 01302 865 772 Email: june.hines@hotmail.co.uk  
MIDLAND COUNTIES GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG 
ASSOCIATION 
Mr Garry Talbot, 31 Manor Road, Mansfield Woodhouse, 
Mansfield, Notts NG19 8DL 
Tel: 01623 652 946 
MIDLANDS BORDER COLLIE CLUB 
Mr Barrie James, 7 Nursery Lane, Holwell,  
Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire LE14 4UF 
Tel: 01664 444 310 Email: barriejames@hotmail.co.uk  

NORTH EAST COUNTIES WORKING TRIALS 
SOCIETY 
Miss Jill Carruthers, Lakefoss, Mealbank,  
Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9DW 
Tel: 01539 721 821 Email: 
jill_carruthers@tiscali.co.uk  
NORTH WEST WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY 
Mrs Jenny Holt, South View, Hutton Roof,  
Carnforth, Lancs LA6 2PF 
Tel: 01524 271 584 Email: beelaholt@tiscali.co.uk  
SCOTTISH KENNEL CLUB 
Ms Sheila Shearer, 2 Plenderleigh Cottages,   
Jedburgh, Borders TD8 6NE 
Tel: 01835 840 664 Email: 
dreaganta@btinternet.com  
SCOTTISH WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY 
Ms Gwen Matear, 126 Main Street, Pathhead, 
Midlothian, EH37 5PX 
Tel: 01875 320 523 Email: 
tynewaterdt@btinternet.com  
SOUTHERN ALSATIAN TRAINING SOCIETY 
Mrs Frances Webb, 58 Huggetts Lane, Willingdon, 
Eastbourne, East Sussex BN22 0LU 
Tel: 01323 509721 Email: frances.webb2@virgin.net  
SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY 
Mr Mark Lewindon, Jasmine Cottage, Billericay 
Road, Herongate Tye, Brentwood, Essex CM13 3SD 
Tel: 07854 743 605 Email: 
marklewindon@virginmedia.com   
THE BLOODHOUND CLUB 
Mr Keith Long, 80 Norton Road, Stotford, Hitchin, 
Hertfordshire, SG5 4PG 
Tel: 01462 731 172 
WELSH KENNEL CLUB 
Miss R Cahill, 1 St David’s Road, Ashchurch, 
Tewkesbury, Gloucester, GL20 8LD 
Tel: 01684 290005 
Email: rdcahill@btinternet.com 
WESSEX WORKING TRIALS CLUB 
Mr Brian Riste, 126 Henson Park,   
Chard, Somerset TA20 1NJ 
Tel: 01460 651260 Email: barandbrian@tiscali.co.uk  
YORKSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY 
Mr Eric Carpenter, 34 Lowfield Road, Hemsworth, 
Pontefract, West Yorkshire, WF9 4JN 
Tel: 01977 610178 Email: 
ericcarpenter2013@gmail.com 
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